WE ASKED OUR STUDENTS TO:

✓ GIVE FEEDBACK TO US AS TEACHERS
✓ WRITE WHAT THEY THINK OF OUR DEPARTMENT TEAM
✓ SHARE INSIGHTS ON THE WAY WE INTERACT WITH THEM IN CLASS AND OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM

HERE ARE SOME OF THE IDEAS THEY CAME UP WITH ...

THIRD-YEAR STUDENTS OF INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS (GROUP IE-21)
English is like an ocean: once you have struggled through its waves you can feel firm ground under your feet and communicate with the people from different countries without any limits. Teachers of Foreign Languages Department are our captains in the ocean voyage.

A different language is a different vision of life. The Foreign Languages Department of UAB is a golden key to a broader vision of life. This key is in your hands – just make sure you are able to use it!

A different language is a different culture, different people and different vision of life. Learning a new language with the Foreign Languages Department gives us a chance to live a new life, feel new emotions, get new experiences.

Foreign Languages department is a “Platform 9 3/4” (from a Harry Potter story). All teachers are wizards: they can teach you incredible things and show you new Big World. But to get there students must be open-minded and have a desire to learn languages and new cultures using their mother tongue like a wand.

You will never get bored at language classes at the Ukrainian Academy of Banking. Teachers here keep discovering new methods of how to make our everyday life brighter. At the same time, students are always involved in activity: taking part in conferences, simulating real life situations, making video and Power Point presentations, organizing different events with guests from abroad etc. Foreign Languages Department is a cradle of ideas!

Foreign Languages Department is a factory of knowledge: it delivers its products to students and those who consume them are winners!

Department of Foreign Languages is like a wise book. Its teachers are real professionals: students look forward to having English classes like you are always impatient to open a new page of an interesting book – a book of knowledge in this case. Teachers may use different approaches in teaching, but the result is always the same – THE BEST!

Foreign Languages Department is a large and friendly family. Students are kids actively involved in variety of events held by the wise and sophisticated parents who create fascinating atmosphere of fun and enjoyment. In fact, life is raging like a beehive here. The Department keeps up with time, and each year brings important achievements.

Foreign Languages Department is like a kind and caring mother who spreads love and knowledge on her every child, praises for achievements, helps in difficult moments and teaches how to survive in different situations.
THIRD-YEAR STUDENTS OF INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS  
(GROUP IE-22)

The Department of Foreign Languages is the light in the dark: teachers of this department bring that kind of knowledge of English, German and French that helps us to open and illuminate the whole world.

I associate Foreign Languages Department with a big travel map which shows me the way to different cultures. The teacher as a guide demonstrates us interesting sites and helps to discover unknown valleys. The more languages we will learn, the longer and more exciting our way will be.

In my opinion, the Department of Foreign Languages is like an old tree with many green leaves on it – the tree standing alone on top of a high mountain. The students are those green leaves that make this tree look beautiful and powerful despite its old age. The Department of Foreign Languages is a trunk – big and strong, a real support for us – International Economics students, for whom studying languages is the priority of the Academy course. It is we, international economists, who every year give this tree a new life to live. We are part of this tree, and the tree is part of a forest called Ukrainian Academy of Banking!

Department of Foreign Languages is my family because Academy is my second home. Like my sister who supports me now and gives advice about my future job, Foreign Languages Department teachers help me to choose my next step after Academy and see the whole world.

For me, the Department of Foreign Languages is a family. Maybe, in some situations members of this family are too much strict and too demanding, but in fact all of them are willing to help us adapt to this life. I mean, like an ordinary family, the Department give us useful knowledge and show some kind of morale.

To my mind, the Department of Foreign Languages is a key – the key to successful future career, because nowadays career growth is impossible without knowledge of a foreign language. It’s a key to our travel experiences – exciting and useful, where a great plus is discovering new cultures and traditions for personal development.

The Department of Foreign Languages is small but strong. Teachers teach us useful things and always make students’ minds work. Nobody falls asleep at English classes. Self-motivation and being hard-working are the main ways to effective
studying – we realize this taking a Foreign Language course here at the Ukrainian Academy of Banking.

Foreign Languages Department is like sunshine for me. It brings me happiness, warms my soul and makes the process of studying more challenging and enjoyable. I like foreign languages, and a chance to study them means a lot for me. Lecturers are pleasant and very educated. They make me want to get knowledge from them. And this makes me really happy!

Foreign Languages Department is a lantern: a lantern lightens the way, and foreign languages are a lighted way to the future.